
It’s 8:00 am, and despite the 
rather casual comment from 
the convenience store clerk 

about an impending storm, we 
drive out of Reykjavik in darkness, 
filled with anticipation and an irra-
tional level of confidence.    

One of the most touristy 
things to do in Iceland is the Gold-
en Circle Tour (second only to the 
Blue Lagoon).  The first stop on 
this tour is Thingvellir National 
Park – a protected chunk of Ice-
land that is important because it 
was the site of the first parliament 
in the year 930.  It’s quite beautiful 
and like much of Iceland, rugged-
ly unique.  Plus it’s conveniently 
located on the route to the more 
spectacular attractions.    

Arriving at Thingvellir, it’s 
surprising to find the parking lot 
full of cars.  Seriously, it’s as if ev-
ery tourist in Iceland is at the same 
place at the same time.  We take 
some comfort in the realization 
that we aren’t the only ones ignor-
ing the threat of a storm.  

From Thingvellir, we head up 
the highway towards the next at-
traction – Geysir.  The road winds 
gently through a snowy plain to-
wards one of many lava mountains 
in the distance and some kilome-
ters ahead of us it’s clear that there 
is a traffic jam of sorts.  A bus, and 
a couple of cars don’t appear to 
be moving at all.  As we approach 
the stuck vehicles, we note that we 
have reached the aforementioned 
storm, and it’s not just a couple of 
cars, it’s a lot of cars that are stuck.  

A couple of key vehicles – one in 
each direction – appear to be ir-
revocably stranded in a growing 
snowdrift, so other cars are tak-
ing turns trying to slide between 
them, with wheels spinning in ever 
deepening snow.  Mostly no one is 

moving and visibility has quickly 
reduced to the point where we can 
hardly see the car in front of us.  

After about a half-hour of 
waiting, a man on foot comes out 
of the snow ahead and stops at ev-
ery car, obviously giving some sort 
of useful information.  He’s not 
dressed like an official, but his de-

meanor suggests that he has taken 
charge.  

When he reaches our car I roll 
down the window and he peers 
into the back seat.  Noticing it’s 
empty he says “Good. The folks in 
the little car in front of you can get 

in with you.”  And he disappears to 
attend to the car behind us.  

Ian and I get out and with 
considerable struggle we walk into 
the wind to the car in front.  A 
young couple gets out dressed for 
the weather.  Only their eyes are 
visible, but it is clear from the eyes 
that they are terrified.  We intro-

duce ourselves and I let them know 
that we have been informed, by 
whomever that guy was, that they 
are to get in with us.  They nod, and 
we walk back and all climb into the 
warmth and calm of our little Sub-
aru.  Their car is a two-wheel drive 
vehicle and apparently without all 
four wheels engaged, you won’t get 
through what lies ahead.  

We sit for moment and realize 
that our instructions ended here.  
So I ask the obvious question.  
“Are you guys supposed to just 
tour around Iceland today with us, 
and leave your rental abandoned 
here?”  They say nothing, but again 
their eyes do the talking.  That does 
not sound like a good idea.  

I can see our man returning 
from the row of cars behind me 
and so I jump out and look for a 
little more guidance, and ask if 
it’s not perhaps a better idea if the 
two-wheel car folks just call it a 
day, turn their vehicle around and 
head back to Reykjavik.  He agrees.  
So does the young couple.

Strangely, Ian and I never dis-
cuss the idea of going back our-
selves.  We have been given the 
green light due to the fact that we 
cleverly upgraded (at considerable 
expense) to a four-wheel drive ve-
hicle.  So, we make our way to the 
collection of permanently stuck 
vehicles and I navigate us through 
the snow-drift – but not without 
some muscle from Ian who had 
to jump out and push us through 
some of the deeper stuff.  

The rest of the road to Geysir 
is without snowdrifts, but at times 
completely hidden from view by 
blowing snow.  The small yellow 
markers at the sides of the road 
act like beacon lights on a runway 
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and we slowly make our way from 
one marker to the next, eventually 
finding ourselves, along with a sur-
prising number of other cars and 
buses, at the site of Geysir.  

The parking lot is about 1 km 
from the actual Geysir and so we  
make the trek on foot, straight into 
a gale force wind.  Some people are 
literally being blown over by the 
wind.  Some are crawling to avoid 
falling.   Everyone is laughing.

The Geysir is supposed to 
blow water up to 70 feet.  That’s 
probably true when there isn’t a 
75 mph wind, which immediately 
knocks it over.  After an eruption 
that is more like a sneeze we laugh  
some more and head into a very 
large and tidy dining room and 
gift shop complex for something 
to eat.  Once again we note that it’s 
surprisingly busy for such a blus-
tery day.  As I attempt to pay for 
lunch I notice that my pockets are 
completely filled – that’s right filled 
– with snow.  

Once again, we have no con-
versation about turning back.  We 
climb back into the Subaru, and 
point it up the road towards the 
waterfall called Gulfoss.  Traffic is 
non-existent, and visibility close to 
zero.  When we arrive at Gulfoss 
two things become apparent.  First, 
we are in a storm.  You can hear the 
waterfall, but due to swirling snow, 
you can’t actually see it.  And sec-
ond, no one else is here.  Apparent-
ly we missed the meeting back at 
Geysir at which everyone decided 
it would best to head back to Reyk-
javik.  

To get back on the Golden Cir-
cle we have to loop back past Gey-

sir.  We then continue on a road 
that heads towards the only town 
on the tour – Selfoss.  There are 
a few other cars on the road with 
us – but very few.  And it’s starting 
to get dark.  This might have been 
the perfect time to panic.  But we 
don’t.  Somehow this whole day 
has seemed surreal, but safe.   

Just past a small restaurant 
and gas station - both remarkably 
rare things to find on this trip - we 
encounter another snowdrift that 
has proved impossible to navigate 
for quite a number of vehicles (29 
would get stranded there) and a 
bus.  After a short wait, another 
man comes up from behind on 
foot – this time wearing official 
rescue worker clothing - and he 
tells us to go back to the gas station 
and await further instructions.

In short – a large group of 
tourists end up stranded in a little 
town called Reykholt that night.  
Some sleep on the bus, some in 
a small town hall.  Not us.  As we 
were stranded at a restaurant we 
decide to go in and have some din-
ner.  Surprisingly few people join us 
– probably dinner wasn’t covered 
in their tour package.  The dinner 
is fabulous and we ask the owner 
if there might be any accommoda-
tion nearby.  As it turns out, there 
is a beautiful little place called The 
White House B&B (which I high-
ly recommend) and although it is 
sold out for the night apparently 
someone is unable to make it due 
to the weather.  We eat snacks, 
watch Netflix, keep an eye on the 
sky for the Northern Lights, and 
get a great sleep.  There’s a lesson 
here, something about lemons per-
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I recently visited the US, 
spending the weekend 
with my girlfriend visit-

ing two of her long-time friends 
and their two young children.  Old 
friendships were strengthened, 
and new friendships have begun to 
form.  The trip was fantastic.  My 
takeaway, and what’s been on my 
mind ever since though, will be the 
US attitude towards guns and just 
how different things are up here in 
the Great White North.

Mark & Linda (not their real 
names) are young parents of two 
great kids and live in a quiet and af-
fluent neighbourhood.  I felt quite 
safe at home there.  This could 
easily have been a posh neigh-
bourhood somewhere in York or 
Durham region, albeit with much 
more reasonable house prices!  
What I hadn’t anticipated at all 
though would be the pervasive-
ness of the gun culture, and how 
different it made me feel about the 
whole US experience.

Mark, a long-time gun owner, 
has a concealed carry permit.  This 
means he can carry around a load-
ed handgun, hidden on his person 
if he’d like, anywhere in the state 
with very few limitations.  I didn’t 
realize this initially, but eventually 
noticed what looked like, and was, 
a gun holster on his belt.  My stance 
is largely anti-gun, so naturally I 
immediately had a whack of ques-
tions and wanted to know all about 
what it meant to carry a gun in 

Michigan.  This just wasn’t an op-
portunity I could expect to have up 
in Ontario, so I was going to learn 
as much as possible.  Two stories, 
both of which occurred within the 
past two years near where Mark 
and Linda live, stood out.

The first story was one of road 
rage.  A young couple was driving 
home with their daughter, and on 
the highway 
accidentally 
cut off an-
other mo-
torist while 
c h a n g i n g 
lanes to 
make their 
exit.  They 
were then 
aggressively 
pursued and 
were almost 
driven off of 
the road a 
number of 
times.  The 
father even-
tually decid-
ed to stop, presumably to try to dif-
fuse the situation, and that’s when 
things took an even darker turn.  
The road rager calmly approached 
the now parked car, and before 
the window could fully be wound 
down, fired into the car, hitting the 
young father in the head, killing 
him instantly.

The second story involved two 
17 year old girls who were going to 
meet their boyfriends after a school 
dance.  The parents of one of the 
girls were away so they would have 
the house all to themselves.  While 
walking home following the dance, 
they were grabbed by two men 

who’d got wind of the out-of-town 
parents, and the girls were forci-
bly dragged into the empty home 
unnoticed by any neighbours or 
passersby.  Fortunately for the two 
young women, the father too had 
learned of their after-dance plans 
and delayed his business trip in or-
der to confront them.  He rushed 
downstairs to their screams, and 

abruptly shot 
the two assail-
ants, killing 
them both.  
The girls, at 
least physical-
ly, were fine 
other than 
some minor 
bruising.

The first 
story, most 
would agree 
I’m sure, 
points clear-
ly at many of 
the problems 
with gun 
o w n e r s h i p .  

The second story is why Mark 
owns guns.  His family’s safety is 
his number one concern, and as 
long as story number two is a pos-
sibility in his mind he’ll remain 
forever armed to prevent it.  It’s 
hard to argue with a father who is 
trying to protect his family.

The argument for and against 
the second amendment is a very 
contentious one, and I don’t pre-
tend to have the answers.  But 
one point that most folks, includ-
ing Mark, agree with is that there 
needs to be much tighter gun 
control down there.  I was able to 
go to a gun range with no hand-

gun experience or training, rent 
a semi-automatic 9mm handgun 
and buy as much ammunition as I 
could carry.  I wore sandals, which 
I would advise against.  The shell 
casings are quite hot when they 
land between your toes, but all 
joking aside, it was a surreal and 
somewhat frightening experience.  
The target practice part of the ad-
venture was challenging and quite 
fun, but to be in a range full of 
strangers with powerful weaponry 
wasn’t a relaxing experience at all 
for me.  In addition to the semi-au-
tomatic 9mm handgun, I also tried 
out a ‘binary’ 9mm handgun that 
fired every time you pressed the 
trigger, and again every time you 
released it, just as fast as I could 
move my trigger finger.  For all 
intents and purposes, this was an 
automatic weapon with a 30 round 
magazine that qualified as a hand-
gun in the state for concealment 
purposes.  Even the most ardent 
gun supporter would have trouble 
arguing that this was built for self 
defense…

It’s been less than 48 hours 
since my experience at the gun 
range, and I still don’t know how to 
feel.  Part of me was thrilled, and 
part of me felt a whole lot safer 
heading back in to Canada yester-
day afternoon.  The complicated 
gun control argument wages on, 
and I’m still firmly in the anti-gun 
camp, even if I do see some of the 
arguments from the other side a 
little more clearly now.

I hope everyone has a safe and 
adventure filled summer!

Nick Earle
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Whisk together the dress-
ing ingredients in a small 

bowl and refrigerate until ready 
to use.

Wash and dry the lettuce 
and spinach or use a fancy 

lettuce spinner to get them 
clean.

Tear up the greens and 
place into a salad bowl.

Strawberry Spinach Summer Salad
Add the sliced strawber-
ries, almonds and feta 

cheese.

When you are ready to 
serve, pour dressing in 

and lightly toss it all together.
Pairs perfectly with a nice 
crisp glass of white wine.

From the kitchen of            
Krista  Cardoso

Prep Time 15 min • Servings 6

SALAD INGREDIENTS
• 1 head of romaine lettuce

• 1 bunch of spinach
• 3/4 cup of strawberries (thinly 

sliced)
• 1/4 cup toasted almonds

• 1/2 cup feta cheese

DRESSING INGREDIENTS
• 1/3 cup olive oil

• 1 tbsp red wine vinegar
• 2 tbsp maple syrup

• 1/4 tsp oregano leaves
• 1 tsp dijon mustard

haps, or maybe just the importance 
of going with the flow.  It dawns on 
me later that all of the planning in 
the world could never have created 
an amazing experience  like this.       

When we leave the next 
morning, in a hurry due to another 
storm approaching, the owner of 
the B&B asks us politely, “Didn’t 
anyone suggest that you not go on 
the roads yesterday?”  I suppose 
the answer is yes.  But aren’t we 
lucky that we ignored the warning. 

We spent 5 days in Iceland 
and every day our Northern Lights 
tour was cancelled due to the 
weather. While on board our flight 
home I get a text message from the 
tour company letting me know 
that the tour was on for that night.      
Sorry - we are heading home.   

And so, our search for the 
Northern Lights continues.  

Bill Bell
billbell@bellfinancial.ca
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On a sunny, warm morn-
ing in late-May, a small 
group of graduating stu-

dents gathered at Hart House on 
the University of Toronto campus 
to receive a valuable and hard-won 
piece of parchment: a Master of 
Psychology degree.  Each of the 
assembled students had made this 
academic journey for reasons that 
were unique to them.  For some, 
the route to this point was a logical 
and inevitable extension of the line 
traced from undergraduate stud-
ies; for them, this day was never 
in doubt.  For others, the road was 
long and circuitous, filled with de-
tours and obstacles; their proces-
sion through the small chapel, clad 
in cap and gown, was anything but 
pre-determined.  Susie’s story was 
one of multiple plot twists that left 
the reader unsure of the ending 
until the final pages.  But here she 
was, collecting her degree with her 
fellow students and, at the age of 
53, about to embark on her third 
career.
 Graduating from the 
University of Western Ontario 

with a business degree thirty years 
earlier, Susie built a successful ca-
reer in marketing, her work taking 
her to New York City for nearly 
nine years, during which time she 
married and had three children.  
Susie managed to juggle her work 
and family roles, sometimes pre-
cariously, but always without fail, 
for the duration of their time in the 
U.S.  
 When a crisis hit the 
family business back in Toronto, 
Susie packed up her family and 
came back home to work alongside 
her dad, who had built a small but 
thriving lumber wholesale compa-
ny.  Not long after the return to To-
ronto, Susie’s marriage ended, put-
ting additional strain on her and 
her children.  Although it was nev-
er a career choice, the family busi-
ness offered her stability during a 
tumultuous time.  And so, what 
was supposed to be a short-term 
role ended up lasting well over a 
decade.  
 A few years ago, Susie’s 
dad confided to her that he was 
contemplating retirement; did 
she want to continue the business 
without him, or would he even-
tually close his doors?  Since she 
couldn’t imagine working without 
her sidekick, Susie knew that she 
had to plan for yet another career 

change, and decisions needed to be 
made quickly.  By that time, Susie 
and I had been together for several 
years and for months she bounced 
a wide range of career options off 
me.  
 Susie is by nature a help-
er and problem solver, and she 
had often toyed with the idea of 
actually getting paid to help peo-
ple.  It wasn’t too long before she 
settled on going back to school to 
become a therapist.  The decision 
was made, but the road ahead was 
daunting: we were about to be 
married and bring together our 
two families under one roof.  In 
order to accomplish this we had to 
make considerable (read: expen-
sive and protracted) modifications 
to the house to accommodate ev-
eryone.  The emotional impact of 
blending families also took its toll 
as the children struggled to find 
their place in the new order.  We 
had a wedding to plan.  And Susie 
was going back to school at age 50.  
All in all, there were a lot of balls 
in the air, and as much as I tried to 
support Susie, she still had to do a 
lot of the juggling on her own.
 Despite considerable 
anxiety around returning to 
school alongside classmates young 
enough to be her children, Susie 
soon realized that she loved the 

courses and any doubts she still 
harboured about a career as a ther-
apist melted away.  It seemed like 
every day she brought home new 
exciting information that she just 
had to share.  As her confidence 
grew, Susie began to see herself in 
the role of therapist.  The abstract 
was becoming concrete.  Susie was 
evolving into a new, vital person, 
yet again. 
 Almost three years after 
she cracked open her first book, 
Susie was ready to graduate.  And 
so we found ourselves at Hart 
House on that fine spring morning 
in May to celebrate not only the 
tremendous accomplishment of 
completing her studies and receiv-
ing her degree, but also to recog-
nize Susie’s courage and determi-
nation to reach a goal that, not too 
long ago, seemed overwhelming.  
The next chapter in Susie’s life has 
begun and I have no doubt that it 
will be the most rewarding one yet.

David Frank
dfrank@bellfinancial.ca
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“No matter how many 
plans you make or 

how much in control 
you are, life is always 

winging it.”

Carroll Bryant

“But thy eternal 
summer shall not 

fade.”

Shakespeare
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A Future Re-Imagined

Great Minds, Great Thoughts
“When you’re supposed 
to do something or not 

supposed to do something, 
your emotional guidance 
system lets you know. The 

trick is to learn to check your 
ego at the door and start 

checking your gut instead.” 

Oprah

“I always leave room 
for serendipity and 

chance.”

Ken Stott “May your choices 
reflect your hopes, not 

your fears.” 

Nelson Mandela


